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The Practical Workbook contains detailed interactive exercises such as fill-in-the-blank and matching, made to
reinforce learning and increase student comprehension.
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Most excellent resource for Cosmetology Test prep This is the perfect textbook with thorough and clear explanations of
every component essential to pass a State Board exam for Cosmetology. It really is impressive and excellent. Plenty of
great illustrations and pictures with solid enough paper to take notes in the white space of oversized margins..!!!!! A
VERY PROUD Mom N P. I've aced all my tests within the last 5 weeks, and i certainly wouldn't possess without these
incredible workbooks, so thanks! Five Stars Very nice Highly recommended cheaper then at school bookstore Five Stars
Digital copy is fantastic much better than the hardcopy many cool features! The Milady books HAMMER info into your
mind, and you can't forget it in the event that you tried.. I actually ORDERED THIS FOR MY DAUGHTER ..A.TO End up
being TESTED ON ..SHE Move AND IS NOW A LICENSED.. Brushing up on my skills, this Amazon rental can be saving my
life right now!We AM SO PROUD OF HER SHE WORK VERY HARD ..AND IT ALL Offers PAID OFF . THE WORKBOOKS ARE A
MUST!. It came in extremely good shape too!..BUT IT WAS ALL WORTH It all IN THE END ,...COSMETOLOGIST. Yes . Got the
book for a better price, but if you’re likely to get this . This is seriously a great work book. MindTap itself was more
expensive.THANK YOU FOR Getting HERE WITH Me personally THOUGHT THIS I HAS SOME PROBLEMS. Very up-to-date
and more valuable info and knowledge ! Five Stars brand-new book its o.k. The book found its way to excellent condition.
With regards to content The book found its way to excellent condition.In terms of content material, I was expecting even
more chapters about skin.. Even so, the content is easy to learn and understand and the explanations are straight-foward
Very helpful Very helpful Perfect quality ? Perfect everytime ... ? Don’t buy The book had lacking, double, and ugly pages.
Certainly returning. This book is giving me my whole entire cosmetology life back again!. There is more emphasis put on
locks trimming, styling, colouring and I was expecting the opposite. Got the book for a better cost, but if you’re likely to
understand this textbook bundle for school, then I suggest not really because I experienced to get the MindTap
individually, and Amazon doesn’t have any.! already breaking aside after 2 months the price is crazy actually found all
the books for $50 on Facebook marketplace
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